We present fully dynamic algorithms for maintaining the biconnected components in general and plane graphs and lower bounds for fully dynamic k-edge connectivity, k-vertex connectivity, and planarity testing. in plane graphs for fully dynamic biconnectivity.
dynamic k-edge connectivity, k-vertex connectivity, and planarity testing. in plane graphs for fully dynamic biconnectivity.
We improve the later running times to O(min{JiZlog n, n}) in general graphs and 0(log2 n) in plane graphs. In general graphs the update time is amortized and our algom"thm can also find the biconnected components of all vertices in time O(n). We also prove lower bounds for the complexity of maintaining fully dynamic k-edge or k-vertex connectivity in plane and in (k-l) -vertex connected graphs for any constant k and for fully dynamic planarity testing.
We show an amortized lower bound of C2(log n/log log n) per operation in the cell probe model. These are the jirst lower bounds for dynamic connectivity problems.
Introduction
Many computing activities require the recomputation of a solution after a small modification of the input data. Thus algorithms are needed that update an old solution in response to a change in the problem instance.
Dynamic graph algorithms are algorithms that allow the change of an input graph by the insertion or deletion of either an edge or an isolated vertex. These operations q Supported by the ONR/DARPA Grant NOO014-92-J-1989 Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
STOC 94-5/94 Montreal, Quebec, Canada @ 1994 ACM 0-89791 -663-8/94/0005...$3.50 are called updates. A query operation tests whether two vertices of the graph fulfill a specific condition (e.g., are connected).
We say that a vertex z is an a~ticulation point separating vertex u and vertex v if the removal of z disconnects u and v. Two vertices are biconnected if there is no articulation point separating them. In the same way, an edge e is a bridge separating vertex u and vertex v if the removal of e disconnects u and v. Two vertices are 2-edge connected if there is no bridge separating them. A biconnected component or block (resp. 2-edge connected component) of a graph is the set of all vertices that are blconnected (resp. 2-edge connected). Note that biconnectivity implies 2-edge connectivity but not vice versa.
Dynamic biconnectivity algorithms maintain the biconnected components of a graph under a sequence of edge insertions and deletions. They are useful to incrementally updating the control flow graph in a compiler [9] and to dynamically updating the biconnectivity properties of a network. The main contribution of this paper is to show that the biconnected components in a graph can be dynamically maintained nearly as efficiently as the connected components and the 2-edge connected components. In addition, we prove the first lower bounds for all these problems. First (Section 2), we study the dynamic biconnectivity problem for general graphs. Fredrickson [4, 5] gave the first dynamic graph algorithms for maintaining a minimum spanning tree, the connected components, and the 2-edge connected components of a general graph. His algorithms take time 0(/%) per update and O(1) or O(log n) per query operation, where m is the number of edges in the graph and n k the number of nodes in the graph. The sparsification technique of Eppstein et al. [2] improves the running time of an update operation to O(@). The previously best known algorithm for maintaining the biconnected components takes amortized time O(min{m2/3, n}) per update and O(1) per query operation [10, 2] . As supposed to the case of dynamic connectivity and 2-edge connectivity the sparsification technique does not "automatically" speed up fully dynamic biconnectivity algorithms.
Our new approach is instead of applying sparsifica-tion "on top of" a dynamic algorithm, we use it as part of the data structure of a dynamic algorithm. We split the graph into subgraphs for which we build "lazy" data structures.
Only an amortized constant number of these data structures have to be updated after an update in the graph, but when a data structure has to be updated, many of its edges change. Second (Section 3), we study the dynamic biconnectivity problem for plane (=embedded planar) graphs. The best known dynamic algorithms in plane graphs take time O(log n) per operation for connectivity [1], 0(log2 n) for 2-edge connectivity [8, 3] , and O(@) for biconnectivity [3] . We present an algorithm that maintains blocks in time 0(log2 n) per operation in plane graphs. We use a topology tree approach based on [4] . Third (Section 4), we also present the first lower bound for dynamic graph algorithms in the cell probe model of computation [12] . In this model the time complexity of a sequential computation is defined to be the number of accessed memory words, all other operations are free.
This model is powerful enough to express all RAM algorithms. We show that there exists a sequence of q update and query operations such that every dynamic k-edge or k-vertex connectivity algorithm or any dynamic planarity testing algorithm takes time Cl(qlog n/k log log n) (dynamic planarity testing is the problem of deciding whether adding an edge destroys the planarity of the graph). The lower bounds apply to (k-l)-vertex connected graphs and also to plane
graphs, The former case shows that the lower bound for k-connectivity is independent of the lower bound for (k-l) -connectivity. The latter case is especially interesting, since it shows that the polylogarithmic upper bounds in plane graphs are close to optimal. belongs to x and that xi is a representative of z. To contract an edge (z, y), we remove (z, y) and identify z with y. The graph G' contains O(m + n) edges and vertices. Let T be a spanning tree of G'. We maintain T in a dynamic connectivity data structure.
We decompose G' similar to [5] . A cluster is a set of vertices that induces a connected subgraph of T. An edge is incident to a cluster if exactly one of its endpoints is in the cluster. A restricted partition of order k with respect to T is a partition of the vertices so that 1. Each set in the partition is a cluster that is incident to <3 tree edges and contains S k vertices.
2. A cluster that is incident to 3 tree edges contains exactly one vertex.
3. All dashed edges incident to a cluster belong to the same vertex of G. In the rest of the paper we denote by u and v the arguments of an operation in G. Thus, to answer a query we have to contract all dashed edges of every vertex oñ a (u, v) . We use 3 kinds of data structures:
We keep 2 graphs of clusters, called high-level graphs (Section 2.1),
for each cluster an internal graph (Section 2.3) and for each shared vertex shared gmph. (Section 2.4).
After an update in G we rebuild the internal graphs of a cluster C(u) and a cluster C'(v) and we update thẽ 4 shared graphs containing u and v. This requires The spanning tree of H1 determines the clusters used in a query as follows [10] . We use internal graphs to test Conditions 1-3 and shared graphs to test Condition 4. The blocks of Hl and Hs are used to update these graphs efficiently.
We define the cover of 2 adjacent tree edges (z, y) and (y, z) to be 1 iff there exists a path from x to z that does not use y. This is used as follows. Instead of keeping H2 we store at a cluster C' a graph
There is a node for each tree neighbor of C and there is an edge between 2 nodes iff there is an edge between their 2 subtrees in HZ \ C. To update H(C) we maintain a 2-dimensional topology tree Tz [4] and a second modification of the ambivalent data structure.
The latter data structure decomposes the spanning tree of HI into complete paths such that any path in HI is contained in O(log n) complete path. We maintain a cover bit for each node g (except the first and the last) on each complete path that is 1 iff the 2 edges (s, y) and (y, z) on the path are covered. After an update in G, the clusters C whose H(C) has to be updated are the ones whose cover bit has changed. They all lie on P = T~, (C(u), C(v)). With the modified ambivalent data structure we can determine all those clusters on P that are not a first or last node of a complete path in time O(log n) per cluster.
For each of the O(log n) first and last nodes C we use T2 as follows: We delete the 2 tree edges incident to the node on P and test whether there is an edge between the subtree of the 2 other endpoints of these edges. This
Thus, we can determine in time O((k + m/k) log n) all clusters whose graph H(C) has to be updated.
The graph H(C) with t nodes is maintained in a dynamic connectivity data structure [2] . Each update takes time O(V).
An update in G causes s 1 update in H(C).
Thus, all graphs H(C) can be updated in time O(m/k).
To find all articulation points on P we test for every cluster C! on P whether its 2 neighbors on P are connected.
This takes time O(m/k). 
2.2
The testing data structure
In this section we describe a data structure that is used to decide which internal graphs and which shared graphs have to be rebuilt after a deletion.
An internal (resp. 2 of the shared) graph(s) is a data structure for a vertex C of HI (resp. (Rebuilding C denotes updating the data structure of C to reflect all splits of D.) Otherwise, we rebuild C after the first deletion that articulates D' and D". We call this a delayed rebuild.
A deletion can cause more than a constant number of delayed rebuilds. We present below a data structure to detect delayed rebuilds and we prove that during 1 updates in G only 0(1) delayed rebuilds occur.
Description
Given a high-level graph H the testing data structure determines in time O((m/k) logn) all clusters C that require a delayed rebuild after the deletion of (u, v).
We mark a H-bundle at each endpoint as follows: Whenever a cluster is rebuilt, all its H-bundles are unmarked.
When an unmarked H-bundle (C, C') is split because C' is split, we store this original bundle and mark the 2 new H-bundles at C with pointers to the original bundle. When a marked H-bundle (C, C') is split because C' is split, we mark the 2 new H-bundles at C with pointers to the original bundle to which (C, C') pointed at C. Thus each marked Hbundle points to the original bundle that represented its edges.
The only candidates for delayed rebuilds are clusters that become articulation points by the deletion and, thus, lie on P = XH (C(u), C(v)) in the updated graph 
The amortization lemma
The lemma shows that each update in G causes an amortized constant number of delayed rebuilds. It applies to any high-level graph and is thus an extension of a lemma shown in [10] . Lemma 2.8 Let H be a high-level graph. If there were 1 updates in G since the last complete rebuild, then they caused <51 delaged rebuilds in H.
Proof
Idea We build a bipartite graph K containing a blue node for every cluster that was created by a split after the last complete rebuild and has not been split since. It also contains a red node (C, b) for every original H-bundle b at every cluster C that has been split since the last complete rebuild. Let D1,..., Dj be the other endpoints for all H-bundles that are marked at C with b. Then there is an edge between (C, b) and every blue node D~. Since every red node is connected to a blue node and every update increases the number of blue nodes by 54, K contains s 41 connected components.
Each delayed rebuild increases the number of connected components by z 1. All insertions or deletions of edges in H and splits of nodes in H since the last complete rebuild decrease the number of connected components by s 1. Thus~51 delayed rebuilds can occur.
The internal graphs Let C be a cluster and let V(C) be the set of vertices of G contained in C or connected to C by a tree edge.
We build an internal graph I(C) to answer a biconnectivity query between 2 vertices of V(C) in time O(l). If C hss tree degree 3, V(C) consists of 4 vertices, all in different clusters. Thus, we can compute the answers for all queries in each such cluster after an update in time O(log N) using HI and store the answers at the clusters. Hence, we assume in this section that the tree degree of C is 1 or 2.
Description
After each complete rebuild, J(C) consists of a vertex for every cluster that is adjacent to C' in HI (called The data structure in [10] maintains I(C) so that 
Insertion of an edge
We find a cluster C(u) and C(v) and rebuild l(C(U)) and I(C (w)) and all internal graphs with the same ancestor. The only other internal graphs that have to be updated are the ones whose clusters separate C(u) and C(v) in HI before the insertion and only their artificial edges change. To update them we first remove all the artificial edges of these internal graphs and then we add new ones, connecting all c-vertices by a chain. This fulfills the conditions of artificial edges. Note that the degree of these clusters in HI sums to O(rn/k) since all such clusters are articulation points lying on a path.
Since the number of artificial edges in each internal graph is bounded by the degree of the cluster in HI and updating the artificial edges of an internal graph takes time linear in their number, all artificial edges can be determined and updated in time O((k + m/k) log n).
Deletion of anon-tree edge
The deletion of a non-tree edge is basically the inversion of an insertion. When updating artificial edges we compute the new artificial edges by 1 depth-first traversal of the tree of HI, connecting every c-vertex whose cluster C' is not a tree neighbor of C by an edge to the tree neighbor of C that lies on~Hl (C, C'). We also update the testing data structure of HI and execute all required delayed rebuilds.
Deletion of a tree edge
If a tree edge is deleted, we rebuild l(C(U)) and
.f(C(v)). The artificial edges have to be updated in clusters on 7fHl (C(u), C(v)) that are separating C(u) and C(v) in the updated graph HI. This takes time O((k + m/k) log n) for all such clusters as described above. If the deletion does not disconnect G, a nontree edge (z, y) becomes a tree edge and l(C(Z)) and l(C(y)) have to be rebuilt. If a cluster with cardina.My > 1 has now tree degree 3, it is split. If the deletion disconnects C(u), then it has to be split. Whenever a cluster is split, s 5 new clusters are created. We build an internal graph for these clusters and all clusters that have the same ancestor as C. Since they altogether contain O(k+m/k) edges and vertices, this takes time O(k + m/k).
Additionally, we update the testing data structure of Ill and execute all required delayed rebuilds. The graph G?(s)
The forest F (resp. Fl) contains the paths between 2 vertices of G (resp. 2 shared vertices) that "pass through" a blue subcluster.
To consider paths between a vertex of~and a shared vertex that "pass through" a blue subcluster we build the bipartite graph G2 (s). After each rebuild Gz (s) contains a vertex for every cluster in IV(s) (called c-vertez) and a vertex for every shared vertex to whom a blue subcluster is mapped. After some updates in G, a c-vertex of G2 (s) represents~1 cluster maintaining the following invariants.
Invariant of G2(s):
1. A shared vertex and a c-vertex are connected by an edge iff there is a blue subcluster that is mapped to the shared vertex and to one of the clusters of the c-vertex.
2. All clusters represented by the same c-vertex are biconnected in H2 and have the same ancestor.
Since there are O(n(s)) vertices in G2(s), the spanning forest F2 (s) of G2(s) consists of O(n(s)) edges. Let cl, . . . , cd for d z 1 be the c-vertices of Gz(s). Wlog let d be a power of 2. To maintain Fz(s) we build the following complete binary sparsij$cation tree with d leaves.
Leaf E of the sparsification tree is labeled with the graph consisting of a vertex for every shared vertex in G2(s) and 1 vertex for ci and all edges incident to cl in Gz (s). An internal node in the sparsification tree is labeled with the graph that is the union of the spanning forests of the graphs that are stored at the 2 children of the node. The sparsification tree has height O(log n(s)) and the root of the sparsification tree is labeled with a graph whose spanning forest is F2 (s). 
A vertex not in V(s) is represented in G3 (s) by its cluster (if it is in lV(s)) or by the cluster in N(s) to which its cluster is connected by a tree path in H2\C(s).
A vertex in a red subcluster is represented by the vertex for its subcluster. Lemma 2.12 Let s be a shared vertex with tree neighbors x and y in G. Then s does not separate x and y in G iff x and g are connected in G or the representatives of z and y in G3(s) are connected in G3 (s). updated after an update in G. To update Gz that a cvertex C has been split, we remove the leaf labeled with C and its path to the root from the sparsification tree.
Then we build a second sparsification tree with a leaf for every cluster represented by C and we merge the two sparsification tree. Note that all these cluster have the same ancestor and, thus, O(k + m/k) incident edges in Gz(s). Hence, the total time is O((k + m/k) log(n(s))). Thus, the amortized time of updating all graphs Gz is O((lc + rn/k)log(n(s))).
Updating .f73
A graph G3(s) has t$ be updated if a vertex of G3 (s) is split or joined or if F, FI, F2, or H2 are modified. In the first case since each vertex of G is contained in 52 sets V(s) an update in G can split or join red subclusters in 52 graphs G3. Lemma 2.8 shows that an amortized constant number of c-vertices are split in all graphs G3.
An amortized constant number of edges in F, FI, and Theorem 2.14 A complete block query in a graph of n vertices can be answered in time O(n).
Biconnectivity queries
After each update operation we root the spanning tree of H2 at a leaf cluster R and compute for every cluster C the lowest ancestor A of C that separates C from R and also the tree edge on~H, (C, A) that is incident to A. This can be done in time O(m/k) by first executing a complete block query in H9 and then traversing the spanning tree of H2 in depth first order, thereby maintaining a stack of all the articulation points separating the current cluster from C. The topmost articulation point on the stack is the lowest ancestor A of the current cluster.
To test whether vertex u and v are biconnected, we check whether C(u) and C(v) store the same articulation point. If no, then one of the two articulation points separates C(u) and C(v). If C(u) and C(v) store the same articulation point A, but different tree edges, then A is the only articulation point on n~, (C(u), C(v)).
Thus u and v are biconnected iff the endpoints of the 2 tree edges stored at C(u) and C(v) belong to the same block of I(A), the shared vertex of A (if it exists) does not separate u and v, u (resp. v) and the representative of v (resp. u) are biconnected in l(C(U)) (resp. l(C(v))), and the shared vertices of C(u) and of C(v) (if they exist ) do not separate u and v. The remaining case (same articulation point and tree edge) is handled similarly.
Since a test in an internal or shared graph takes O(l), the total query time is O(l). Setting k = @ gives the following theorem.
Theorem 2.15 The given data structure can arwwer a biconnectivitg query in O(1) time and can be updated in amortized time O(@i log n) after an edge insertion or deletion in G.
3
Plane graphs
In this section we present an algorithm for fully dynamic biconnectivity in plane graphs with O(log n) query time and 0(log2 n) update time.
Definitions
Given a plane graph G we transform it (consistent with its embedding) into a degree-3 graph G' by replacing every vertex x of degree d > 3 by a chain of To execute an update (u,v) or query (u,v) operation the topology tree is expanded at an arbitrary representative of u and of v: We mark all clusters containing the 2 representatives in the topology tree, then we build a graph consisting of the 2 representatives and a compressed version (called coverage graph) of all the clusters that are unmarked children of a marked node in the topology tree. Connecting the non-tree edges between clusters creates a graph G(u, v) of size O(log n), since all marked clusters lie on 2 paths to the root. This graph is used to answer queries. In the case of updates, the edge is added to or deleted from G(u, v). Afterwards the topology tree is merged together again, i.e. a topology tree representation is created for the (possibly modified) graph G(u, v).
The non-tree edges between 2 clusters C and C' are stored as follows: If neither C' is an ancestor of Cl nor vice versa, let e(C, C') be the set of all edges between C and C'. Otherwise, wlog let C' is the ancestor of C. We define e(C, C') to be the set of all edges incident to C such that the least common ancestor of their endpoints in the topology tree is C'. Since we are considering an embedded graph, the edges incident to C are embedded at C in a fixed circular order.
A bundle between C and C' is a subset of e(C, C') that forms a maximal continuous subsequence in the circular order at C and C'. Planarity guarantees that there are <3 bundles between 2 clusters [8] . The first and last edge of a bundle in this order are called the extreme edges of the bundle.
In the topology tree a bundle between C and C' is represented by 2 bundles, one from C to the least common ancestor of C and Cl (called the LCA-bundle of C) and one from C' to the least common ancestor. Whenever the topology tree is expanded and the graph G(u, v) is created, we convert these 2 bundles back into 1.
Assume all dashed internal edges of C are contracted. The projection of an edge (x, y) onto a tree path P is the path T(Z, y) n P. In the following we define projection edges, projection paths, and coverage graphs consisting of small and big supernodes of C. Case 1: d(C) = 3 The cluster C consists of 1 vertex z. Both, the projection path p(C) and the coverage graph consist of this vertex which is a small supernode. Only the first and last subbundles (resp. projection edge) in a list have direct access to the projection edge (resp. supernode). This lets us coalesce or split 2 adjacent supernodes or 2 projection lists into 1 in time 0(1) given pointers that tell where to join or split the lists. Note that each subbundle can be contained in < 2 lists and if it is contained in 2 lists, it is the first element of the one and the last element of the other list.
Recipes
Each node in the topology tree is labeled by a recipe describing how the coverage graph of the children of the node can be created from the coverage graph of the node. The only difference between the data struc- Whenever we expand the topology tree, we use the recipes to create the coverage graphs along the expanded paths. Whenever we merge the topology tree, we first determine how to combhe the coverage graphs of two clusters to create the coverage graph of their parent, and then we remember how to undo this operation in a recipe. The contents of a recipe at C' depend on the number of children and on their external degrees.
We describe only the most interesting cases assuming C has 2 children Y and Z. In the recipe we store in a location descriptor where we concatenated lists or merged subbundles. We also store all removed subbundles and projection edges. vertices, the total number of edge bundles, supernodes, and superedges created is O(log n). The expansion takes O(log n) time.
Queries
To answer a query (u, v) we create the graph G(a, v) of size O(log n) in time O(log n) as foI1ows: 1. The topology tree is expanded at a representative of u and of v.
2. Let el, ez,... , eP with p > 1 be all the subbundles whose extreme edges have the same projection edge (z, y) in a cluster C with z E P(C). We add a small supernode y and connect all these subbundles to y.
3. We contract all dashed edges. Contracting two supernodes results in a small supernode.
We show below that u and v are not biconnected in G iff they are separated by a small supernode in G (u, v) . This can be tested in time O(log n). A graph G2 is a contraction of a graph G1 if it is created from G1 by contracting connected subgraphs into 1 vertex, replacing a degree-2 vertex adjacent to a and b by the edge (a, b), and removing paralleI edges and self-loops. 
Updates
To execute an update operation we expand the topology tree at a representative of u and of v (chosen consistent with the embedding) to create G(u, v) . Then, we add or remove (u, v) from the G(u, v) (and maybe O(1) nodes to maintain a degree-3 graph). Finally, we merge the topology tree back together.
The details of merging the topology tree back together are given in [8] . It consists of computing the new topology tree for the updated G(u, v), the new subbundles and their LCA-targets, and the recipes in all clusters that are affected by the modification of subbundles.
The recipe of a cluster is recomputed if it contains the endpoint of an extreme edge of a modified subbundle.
With the recipes described in Section 3.2 it also suffices to update these clusters. Thus the same algorithm (except for the creation and evaluation of recipes) as in [8] can be used to update the topology tree. Theorem 3.7 In the given data structure the query time is O(log n) and the update time is 0(log2 n).
Lower bounds
We give a lower bound of S2(logn/k(loglog n+log b)) on the amortized time per operation for fully-dynamic k-edge and k-vertex connectivity in plane graphs and in (k-I)-vertex connected graphs and for fully dynamic planarity testing in non-embedded or embedded graphs with n vertices. The lower bounds use the cell probe model of computation [12] with wordsize h
In [7] a lower bound of tl(log n/(log log n + log b)) on the amortized time per operation for the following parity prefix sum problem (PPS problem).
Given Let SO := 1. Given an instance of the PPS problem, we coqstruct a graph consisting of k(n -t 1) vertices, labeled qp with O s q s n and 1 S p < k. For a fixed q the vertices qp represent S~and are connected by a complete graph Kk. If S1 = 1 and 1' is the largest index < i such that Sv = 1, there is an edge (l'p, 1P) for all p. This creates k odd chains. The vertices representing even Sl are connected in the same way by k even chains. Let fodd be the first vertex of the odd chain and let .fewen be the first vertex of the even chain. If k >1, there is an edge (.fevenp, Op) for 1 S p < k. Note that the resulting graph is (k-l)-vertex connected.
Vertex 11 and vertex 01 are k-edge (resp. k-vertex) connected iff S1 = 1. Thus, a Sum(l) operation corresponds to one connectivity query in the graph.
Each Add(l) operation corresponds to < 2k + 1 insertions and deletions: Let~odd (i.V.n ) be the largest vertex on the odd (even) chain < 1 and let~Odd (j~~~~) be the smallest vertex on the odd (even) chain z 1. (To find i.v.n and je,.n we store the set S = {i, (S~_l + S~)mod 2 = 1} U {1, n} in a Van-Emde-Boas priority queue [11] and ask for the predecessor and successor of 1 in S.
Each query and updating S takes time O(loglog n).) Insert (i~ddq,~.~.nq ) and (~ewnq,~oddq) for 1 S q <k. If odd = O, then also insert (f.v.tak, Ok), delete (j~ddk, Ok), and swap~.w.n and f.d& Afterwards delete (Zoddq,~oddg) aml (~evenq, jevenq ). Note that the graph remains (&-1)-vertex connected during all insertions and deletions. Thus, the lower bound for the PPS problem implies a lower bound for fully dynamic k-edge and k-vertex connectivity. 
